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Praises and thanks are to the God who is The Sufficient for a person who seeks His help. And, 

He guides the one who asks to be guided. And peace is upon Muhammad and His Ahlul-Bait 

and curses are upon their enemies. 

 

Virtuous  

I advice myself and you to be virtuous. Commander if faithful says: Put the virtue as a 

real motto, and remembers the God sincerely and through this, you could have the best 

life. And pass the salvation. 

Ideal society  

In continuation, we spoken about aspect and characteristics of Islamic ideal Society, but 

in this session, we will stop the topic and we should remind and respect the Holy month 

of RAMADHAN, and make ready the pious for this holy and this opportunity  that there 

is no any other thing instead of. So a person deprived of forgiving of this month is true 

wretch. 

Preparing for Ramadan  

At the early migrate, the prophet stand when he wants to make speech, and then they 

were built a pulpit, for the first time, while he went up from the stairs of the pulpit, he 

said amen 3 times. He was asked how come you said 3 times amen. The prophet 

answered: Gabriel Said pray and told: everybody who heard your name and didn't say 

SALWAT, God's mercy away from him. And in second stair he said: everybody who 

comprehend the Holy Month of Ramadan and not forgiven, God's Mercy away from him, 

and he added in third stairs: everybody who served their parents or one of them, and not 

forgiven, God dispossess his mercy from him. 

As a matter of fact, it has been the way of Prophet and his surrogate, that they remind 

people to get ready for the holy month, according to Imam Reza’s Hadith preparation for 

this holy month; it would be completed with 3 factors: 

1-adjustment of human relationship with himself, and being attention about whatever 

God wants from him, and what is the most important thing in his life and it will be asked 

him in doom day and quit whatever he is not related to him and avoid of wasting the 

time. 



2-Correctiopn of his relation with the God, it will be achieved by repentance and return to 

God and asking for forgiveness and recite the Quran. 

3-Correction and modify the relation with people, and this by giving people their rights 

and cleaning our heart from impurity and primp and love them especially relatives.  

 

We are going to blessed the sermon with mentioned of this story that Abdullah Ebn Saleh 

Heravei Narrated that I entered to Imam Reza on last Friday of Shahban's month, He said 

me: Oh Aba  Sal’t(his sobriquet) it has already passed most days of shah ban's Month, 

and this is the last week of this month, and compensate by the rest of your faults in its 

first you turn on the work that you are asked for  and to leave work that is not related to 

you, and you pray a lot and ask for forgiveness and read Quran and return of your sins 

towards God because holy  month of God  will be return to you too, while you will be 

purify by God, not be any fiduciary by you, unless you will return to the owners, there  

will be not any grudge in your heart ,so be afraid f God, Trust HIM in secretly and 

openly. Whoever Trust God, HE will be enough for him and God will conduct his 

decision properly. for everything set something, and most of your pray in the remain from 

this month  will be this: Oh God if you didn't forgive me for the last Shah ban's Month, 

bestow me in the rest of this month, truly  God would   release all His Servants from  fire  

in this month for Holy Month of Ramadan only.  

 I will attend you to some issues about the holy month of Ramadan: 

-Take the opportunity to research and achieve of vision in religion, truly if anybody who 

doesn’t have vision in religion, God Doesn’t pay attention to him, and not purifying his 

deeds. Imam Baqer Says: the scientist who is used from his knowledge is better than 70 

000 worshipers. 

Make prepare the home and family environment to able to take fast and worship in this 

month. 

Important event  

One of the most important issue of last week, attacking of Israel to Lebanon, so it is 

mandatory for every Muslim be aware of this cases and try to unity of Muslim and pray 

on their victory. 

We beg god to help us for performing all of these duties  

 


